Abstract. We show that if two Borel regular measures on a separable metric space are in a suitable sense homogeneous, then they are mutually absolutely continuous. We use such absolute continuity theorems together with some density theorems to prove the uniqueness of measures more general than Haar measures.
1. Introduction. In this paper we prove absolute continuity and uniqueness theorems on a separable metric space X for Borel regular measures which are homogeneous in the sense that the measures of the small balls of the same radii are roughly of the same magnitude. We shall consider two cases separately. In the first case we consider measures ¡i which satisfy u.B(x, 5r) hm sup -^. -r¿ < o° for x E X.
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(The number 5 comes from covering theorems, but obviously (1) holds if and only if it holds when 5 is replaced with some t > 1.) In the second case we assume no 5 r-condition, but then we must make stronger homogeneity assumptions. (For the necessity of these see Remark 4.8.) We call the first case finite dimensional and the second infinite dimensional because (1) holds for several interesting measures on finite-dimensional spaces, whereas it is false in typically infinite-dimensional cases. Let u, and ¡i2 he Borel regular measures on X. In the absolute continuity theorems we prove that if there are nondecreasing functions n,: (0, oo)-»(0, co) with limri0 h¡(r) = 0, i = 1,2, such that either n.u . . HjB(x, r) HjB(x, r) 0 < hm inf ----< hm sup -r-r^-< oo 'I» Mr) rio hi(r) and lim sup h¡(5r)/h,(r) < oo /■40 for x G X, i = 1, 2, or 0 < lim inf n¡B(x, r)/h¡(r) and \í¡B(x, r) < h¡(r) r|0 for x G X, r > 0, i = 1,2, then u, and ixj are mutually absolutely continuous. Our uniqueness theorems can be proved with the help of these absolute continuity theorems and some density theorems. It is possible to give somewhat shorter proofs to 3.3 and 4.3 which would rely on the general results of differentiation of integrals of [3, §2.9] and [4] , but I have preferred to keep the treatment self-contained in this respect. Some uniqueness theorems for measures which are invariant under certain families of homeomorphisms of X follow as special cases, and they extend earlier results of Mickle and Radó [5] and Engle [2] .
In the finite-dimensional case the proofs rely on the fact that from any family of closed balls of uniformly bounded radii one can select a countable disjoint subfamily such that the corresponding balls with five times larger radius cover the union of the original family. In the infinite-dimensional case the basic tool is Fubini's theorem.
To simplify the exposition we only consider measures on separable metric spaces, but similar methods could also be used to prove analogous results for measures on uniform spaces (cf. [4] where differentiation theorems are proved in uniform spaces).
Preliminaries.
2.1. Notation. Throughout the whole paper (X, d) will be a separable metric space. For x E X and r > 0 we denote by B(x, r) the closed ball with centre x and radius r. We let H he the set of all nondecreasing functions h: (0, co) -> (0,oo) such that lim^o h(r) = 0, and we denote H* = (« G H: lim sup h(5r)/h(r) < oo]. For any A g X the restriction measure uL4 is defined by ( pLA)(B) = ¡i(A n B) forB EX.
If E c X, Xe is the characteristic function of E. The following two theorems will be useful. . Suppose that pis a Borel regular measure on X, B is a u measurable set in X, and e > 0.
(1) If n(B) < oo, then B contains a closed set C for which ¡i(B\C) < e. U<$> C U,.,5(x,, 5r,.).
3. The finite-dimensional case.
3.1. Theorem. Let n be a Borel regular measure on X and E a ¡i measurable subset of X. If ¡iB(x, r) < oo for small r for fi a.a. x G X, then
Proof. Let G be an open set with u(G) < oo and F a closed subset of G n E. Since X is separable, it is sufficient by 2.2(1) to show that the asserted equation holds n a.e. in F. To do this let e > 0 and let At be the set of all x G F for which
There is a closed set C c G\E such that ¡i(G^E\C) < e2. For each x G At we can find 0 < r(x) < 1 such that B(x, r(x)) c G\C and n(B(x, r(x))\E) > E¡iB(x, 5r(x)). By 2. Proof. Choose an open set G c X such that n(G) < oo and v(G) < oo. We can find 0 < c < 1 <C<oo, 0 <d < D < <x>, 0 < r0 < 1 and a closed set F c G such that ju(G) < 2/x(F), dist(F, X\G) > r0 and dg(cr) < fiB(x, r) < Dg(Cr), dh(cr) < vB(x, r) < Dh(Cr)
for all x G F and 0 < r < r0. Since g G H*, there is A < oo such that g(5Cr) < Xg(cr) for 0 < r < 1. Given 0 < r < r0/5, there are, by 2.3, disjoint balls B(x¡, r) c G, i G I(r), such that x, G F and the balls ¿?(x" 5r) cover F. Since 2 ¡J.B(x¡, r) < u(G) < oo and u5(x,., r) > dg(cr) for / G /(r),
,e/(r) /(/•) is finite, say, I(r) = {1,. . . , k(r)}. Then
< 2 2 uÄ(x" 5r) < 2k(r)Dg(5Cr) < 2k(r)DXg(cr). ,-i Hence for 0 < r < cr0/5, k(r/c)dg(r) < fi(G) < 2k(r/c)DXg(r).
In the same way for 0 < r < cr0/5, k(r/c)dh(r) < v(G) < 2A:(r/c)£)n(5Cr/c).
Thus for 0 < r < cr0/5, h(r) < ag(r) with a = 2D\p(G)(dti(G)Yi and g(r) < Ag(cr/ (5C)) < ftA(r) with Z» = 2£>Xu(G)(a-KG))-'. It follows that (3) holds.
Next we prove that v is absolutely continuous with respect to u. It is sufficient to show that v(A) = 0 whenever A c F with ¡i(A) = 0, where F is as above. Let e > 0. By 2.2 (2) there is an open set U such that A c U and u( U) < e. For each x E A there is 0 < r < cr0/(25C) such that B(x, r) c t/, /x5(x, r) > dg(cr) > d\~xg(r) and vB(x, 5r) < Dh(5Cr). Then vB(a, r) < uv(A n B(a, r)) = u j f dp < us¡iB(a, r) Proof. We may choose A(x, y, r) = B(y, r). The following corollary to Theorem 3.4 contains a theorem of Engle [2] , which earlier was proved in a weaker form by Mickle and Radó [5] . Let % he a family of homeomorphisms of X. A measure u on X is said to be % -invariant if ¡x(f(E)) = n(E) for all E c X and/ G %, and if 0 < u(G) < oo for some open set G c X. 3 .6. Corollary.
Suppose that % is a family of homeomorphisms of X and that for all x,y E X there are 0 < cxo, < CXJ/ < oo, r > 0 and hx¿, E % such that for 0 < r < r B(y, cx^r) c hx^(B(x, r)) c B(y, Cx¡yr).
If fi and v are %-invariant Borel regular measures on X and if there is x0 G X such that lim supri0 iiB(x0, 5r)/fiB(x0, r) < oo, then there is a constant c such that
Proof. We may take A(x,y, r) = hXJI(B(x, r)), since then pA(x,y, r) = ¡iB(x, r) and vA(x,y, r) = vB(x, r).
4. The infinite-dimensional case. We now turn to treat the infinite-dimensional case, where no 5/--condition is assumed. The following density lemma is a special case of the differentiation theorems of [4] , but we include its proof for completeness. Proof. Let e > 0. Since X is separable and every ball has finite u measure, there is an open set G, by 2.2(2), such that B c G and u(G\fi) < e. Letting Gr = {x: dist(x, X\G) > r] for r > 0, we have limrJX) n(G\Gr) = 0, and we choose r0 > 0 such that p(G\Gr) < e for 0 < r < r0. By 2.2(1) there is a closed set F c 5 n Gr<) such that u(fi n Gr\F) < e. Then Fr = {x: dist(x, F) < r\ c G for 0 < r < r", u(5\F) < /x(G\Gj + u(5 n Gr\F) < 2e and HÍFr\F) < u(G\5) + /t(5\F) < 3e.
Applying Fubini's theorem to the characteristic function of the set {(x,y): d(x,y) < r}, we obtain for 0 < r < r0,
= g(r)-1 { fi(B(x, r) n Fr\F) dp* + 2e JF = g(r)"1 f n(B(x, r) n F) dpx + 2e < 5e.
JF,\F
This proves the lemma. Since mean convergence implies pointwise convergence a.e. for a subsequence we obtain the following JA n B(a,r,) < u^L^piAf) < u3sL~lp(Ai n B) < u3srlL-x f f dp < w^r'L-V^,) < u4srlvB(a, r¡) < vB(a, r¡).
This contradiction proves that / is constant p a.e., and the theorem follows.
4.5. Corollary. Let p and v be Borel regular measures on X. If there exist g,h E H such that for all x E X, pB(x, r) < g(r), vB(x, r) < h(r) for r > 0 and 0 < Dg( p, x) = Dh(v, x), then there is a constant c such that v = cp.
Proof. We may take q>x(r) = \px(r) = r, A(x,y, r) = B(y, r), because then there are x0 G X, C < oo and r0 > 0 such that pB(x, r) < g(r) < Cu£(xo, r) and vB(x, r) < h(r) < CvB(x0, r) for x G X, 0 < r < r0.
Corollary.
Let p and v be Borel regular measures on X and % a family of homeomorphisms of X. Suppose that there is r0 > 0 and that for each x E X there are 0 < \x < oo and functions q>x, \px: (0, r0) -^ (0, oo) such that <px(r) < r < ¡px(r) for 0 < r < r0 and pB(y, *x(r)) < XxpB(y, <px(r)), vB(y, ^(r)) < XxvBiy, <px(r))
for y E X and r > 0. Suppose also that for all x, y E X there is hx0, G % such that Biy, <Pxir)) C hx,(B(x, r)) c B(y, *,{») for 0 < r < r0. If p and v are %-invariant, then there is a constant c such that v = cp.
